iLien Agriculture is the simple, straightforward solution for lenders in the agricultural marketplace.

Simplify filings, reduce risks, and grow your business with Lien Solutions iLien Agriculture. It streamlines Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) searching, filing, tracking, continuations, amendments, and terminations. And it has intelligent automation, built-in jurisdictional requirements, expiration date tracking, and other important features.

“1st Farm Credit Services has counted on Lien Solutions since the year 2000. Their site is reliable and easy to access, and the support team is very responsive to our needs and always readily available and happy to help.”

– 1st Farm Credit Services

Lien Solutions

The tools and know-how to grow

Fast simple filing
With our Filing Auditor and Debtor Name Validation, preparing and perfecting UCC filings compliant with jurisdictional requirements is quick and easy.

Checks cut and fees paid for you
We cut checks and front jurisdiction fees, eliminating the need for you to print and mail checks. It’s like a small, no-interest loan to keep your business operating.

Filing image repository and lien portfolio
The data from each search and filing is saved in your portfolio, allowing you to reuse data without repurchasing, and to perform other tasks to manage your liens. Your portfolio contains a permanent repository of acknowledgements and images. If you need to look at collateral from an old or new loan, you can easily pull up the UCC image.

Track filings about to expire
Never miss a continuation necessary to extend your perfection. iLien Agriculture gets the exact dates your filings are due to expire directly from the recording jurisdiction, notifying you as filings are due to expire. No need to manually rekey data into a spreadsheet, run reports or calendar dates.
We focus on liens so you can focus on lending. Try our new package of solutions designed specifically for agricultural lenders. Visit http://www.liensolutions.com/markets/agricultural-lending-companies/ to learn more.

Lien Solutions is not a law firm and does not provide legal, accounting or other professional advice. Customers should consult with their legal counsel and other advisors regarding their use of the products and services offered by Lien Solutions.

**Reduce data entry**
Reuse information without the need to reenter it manually. Information from UCC-1s prepared through iLien Agriculture can be copied to UCC-3s. Set up debtor name templates for frequent borrowers or store collateral templates for frequently used descriptions—minimizing the risk of manual entry errors and speeding up the filing process.

**Continue your filings in bulk**
Check off the UCCs you want to continue and process such continuations in bulk. Inquire about our auto-continuation service, which lets you select filings to continue automatically without having to take further action.

**Faster online filing**
E-filing lets you file more quickly and less expensively than paper or manual filings. We’re connected to 42 electronic filing states. When you file in these states, in most cases you will receive an acknowledgment within minutes.

**Try iLien Agriculture at a new low cost**
We focus on liens so you can focus on lending. Try our new package of solutions designed specifically for agricultural lenders. Visit http://www.liensolutions.com/markets/agricultural-lending-companies/ to learn more.

Lien Solutions is not a law firm and does not provide legal, accounting or other professional advice. Customers should consult with their legal counsel and other advisors regarding their use of the products and services offered by Lien Solutions.

**iLien Agriculture features include:**

- Debtor Name Validation
- Filing Auditor
- Portfolio Management
- Filing Acknowledgment/Image Repository
- Check Cutting and Fee Fronting
- Pending Expiration Tracking
- Bulk Continuation Filing
- UCC Search
- e-Filing
- Search-To-Reflect (STR) Your Filings
- Effective Financing Statement (EFS) Filing
- Debtor Monitoring
- Business Entity Monitoring

Reduce data entry
Reuse information without the need to reenter it manually. Information from UCC-1s prepared through iLien Agriculture can be copied to UCC-3s. Set up debtor name templates for frequent borrowers or store collateral templates for frequently used descriptions—minimizing the risk of manual entry errors and speeding up the filing process.

Continue your filings in bulk
Check off the UCCs you want to continue and process such continuations in bulk. Inquire about our auto-continuation service, which lets you select filings to continue automatically without having to take further action.

Faster online filing
E-filing lets you file more quickly and less expensively than paper or manual filings. We’re connected to 42 electronic filing states. When you file in these states, in most cases you will receive an acknowledgment within minutes.